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Potato
Solanum tuberosum L.; Solanaceae

Food and famine

Foods such as potatoes, chillies and tomatoes have become so 
commonplace that we can hardly conceive of a time when they 
were not part of our cooking repertoire. However, all these plants 
are part of what American historian Alfred Crosby termed the 
‘Columbian Exchange’, and were unknown in Europe before 1492. 
We like foods with which we grew up and are familiar; we are 
inclined to resist changes in our diets, especially if told the change 
might be good for us. But potatoes sustained the Incan Empire for 
nearly four centuries before the arrival of Europeans,305 and by the 
mid-eighteenth century potatoes had been accepted by 
Europeans as a ‘wonder food’. And so they were: 
they were cheap, filled people up and did not 
spoil readily. Potatoes proved versatile too: 
they could be boiled, steamed, baked, fried 
or dried. Today, potatoes are the prime 
carbohydrate in the diets of hundreds of 
millions of people. Furthermore, potatoes 
are important in the manufacture of spirits 
such as vodka and poteen, and as animal 
food, while potato starch is essential for the 
industrial production of processed food, 
adhesives and paper.

Solanum is one of the world’s largest 
plant genera. Like the carrot family, the 
potato family has both toxic and non-toxic 
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members. Mandrake (page 15) and tobacco (page 122) kill or cure 
depending on dose, whilst potatoes and tomatoes (pages 142 
& 147) are important foods. As part of their chemical defence 
system, most Solanum species contain a toxic glycoalkaloid called 
solanine. Potatoes are no exception, and the green parts of a 
potato plant contain the poisonous solanine. You will probably 
have noticed that when potatoes are stored in the light, they begin 
to turn green: this is indicating that solanine levels are starting 
to build up, to protect the plant from herbivores and pathogens.

Solanum tuberosum appears to have been domesticated once, 
more than 5,000 years ago, from a wild species in a region of 
southern Peru and north-western Bolivia.306 Millennia of selection 
by indigenous peoples transformed the toxic tubers of the wild 
species into thousands of appetizing potato cultivars varying in 
shape, colour, texture, cooking properties and growth charac-
teristics. Evidence for the central role of potatoes in the lives of 
pre-Columbian Andean peoples is seen in the form and decoration 

of their pottery.307

Across South America, the domesticated potato 
has been split into two major subspecies: ssp. tu-

berosum from the lowlands of south-central 
Chile and ssp. andigena from the highlands 
of the Andes. Both subspecies may be 
distinguished morphologically, anatomi-
cally, physiologically and genetically. For 
example, Chilean potatoes produce their 
starchy tubers in response to long days, 
while Andean potatoes produce theirs in 
response to short days.

Outside South America, potatoes first 
made their appearance in the Canary 
Islands in 1567.308 Some Europeans were 
quick to adopt these curious new vegetables 
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– the Prussians, for example, were planting them in the early 
seventeenth century and by the eighteenth century had a thriving 
potato economy. The English herbalist John Gerard was a potato 
enthusiast: ‘equall in goodnesse and wholesomnesse …, being 
either rosted in the embers, or boiled and eaten with oil, vinegar 
and pepper, or dressed any other way by the hand of some cunning 
in cookerie’.309 Others, such as the French and Italians, were wary 
and needed to be persuaded.

French potato culture is inextricably linked with the persuasive 
power and personality of the eighteenth-century French chem-
ist Antoine-Augustin Parmentier. During the Seven Years War 
Parmentier was held prisoner by the Prussians and learnt that 
potatoes had food value. By the 1770s, following his release, 
Parmentier had scientific evidence of the nutritional qualities of 
potatoes. Through a combination of panache, guile and luck, 
Parmentier succeeded in changing the eating habits of a nation. 
He used special dinners to feed potatoes to ‘celebrities’ from both 
factions of the imminent revolution and even presented Louis 
XVI and Marie Antoinette with a bouquet of potato flowers. On 
a piece of land in a poor part of Paris, Parmentier grew potatoes; 
by day, the crop was well guarded but at night the guards left and, 
predictably and as Parmentier intended, the local populace stole 
the produce and developed a taste for potatoes. His luck came with 
the poor cereal harvests of the 1780s and the revolutionary turmoil 
of the 1790s; starvation finally convinced the French to take potato 
eating seriously. Parmentier survived the French Revolution and 
was made a member of the Légion d’Honneur by Napoleon.

John Christopher, in his novel The Death of Grass (1956), subtly 
conceived a world where a virus laid waste all the world’s grasses. 
As cereals and pasture lands disappeared, society collapsed, people 
faced starvation and the British government detonated a nuclear 
warhead to reduce the country’s population. In Christopher’s 
world, the remnant British population survived on potatoes. 
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However, the precarious state of a human population sustained by 
potatoes had been shown a century before Christopher’s imagined 
catastrophe.

When the potato fungal infection late blight arrived in Ireland 
in the mid-nineteenth century it caused devastation. The fungus 
had been accidentally introduced from the Americas to Europe 
in the early nineteenth century.310 Although potatoes were killed 
across Europe the effects in Ireland were magnified through the 
mass dependency of the Irish poor on a single potato variety, the 
‘Irish Lumper’, and a complex nexus of political, religious, social 
and economic issues. The Great Famine that ensued (1845–52) 
had dramatic effects that reverberate to the present day; mass 
starvation killed or forced the emigration of up to one-quarter of 
the Irish population.311

The Great Famine and the growing dependence of European 
economies on potatoes placed a premium on understanding the 
botanical origins of this commonplace vegetable. The precise 
South American origin of European potatoes has been debated 
for decades. Two hypotheses have been favoured. The Chilean 
hypothesis posits that European potatoes were introduced from 
south-central Chile. A more recent hypothesis, which has prevailed 
over the last sixty years, has been the Andean hypothesis, where 
European potatoes were introduced from the northern Andes; 
the earliest known herbarium specimens of European potatoes 
are of the Andean type.312 The predominance of the Chilean type 
in modern cultivars is thought to be a consequence of attempts to 
breed resistance to late blight into potatoes after the Great Famine. 
Interspecific hybrids with Mexican wild potato species have also 
been an important source of genes for resistance to late blight.

Recent DNA analyses, however, reveal extant Canarian potato 
varieties are a mixture of Chilean and Andean types.313 This 
observation is important because the Canary Islands were the 
historical gateway of potatoes into Europe. Using DNA extracted 
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from European potato specimens preserved in herbaria it has been 
shown that the Andean type appeared in Europe around 1700 and 
persisted until the end of the nineteenth century, long after the 
late blight epidemic was over. The Chilean type first appeared in 
Europe in 1811, long before the late blight epidemics, and persisted 
until the present day.314 Together these data support the earlier 
Chilean hypothesis, emphasizing that the first potato introductions 
were pre-adapted to European day lengths. 

The demands of industrial agriculture have produced highly 
bred, high-yielding potatoes that have been introduced back into 
Andean agricultural systems. Understandably, people have chosen 
these new potatoes in preference to varieties that generations of 
Amerindian communities have bred, which are now in danger of 
disappearing. These old Andean varieties must not be scorned 
or lost, however, as, ironically, it is they that are the reservoir of 
genetic variation needed for future potato breeding. 

The conquerors of the Andean cultures set off from Europe 
with the dream of discovering El Dorado and untold wealth in 
gold and silver; what they found proved, in the long term, more 
valuable than the immediate rewards of precious metals.


